BEGG, COUSLAND ENVIROTEC LTD.

Mist Eliminator Inspection Procedure – Sulphuric Acid Service
1. MESH PAD DEMISTERS AND COALESCERS
1.1
From above, inspect and take photographs of top surface where anything of
significance is noted, for example
 meshpad sections not fitted properly – including meshpad seal to the wall and
section-to-section,
 corrosion,
 deformation of meshpad layers – mechanically damaged or shrunk,
 solids - including sulphate deposits,
 discolourations of co-knit fibres.
This is the first action, to be done before workers’ feet destroy any evidence,
1.2
Check the tightness of the section fixing arrangements – hold-down bars on top,
hookbolts / clamps from above or below, wiring from below.

Top centre Ferrous Sulphate blockage

Bad section fitting
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Demister Holddown bars + shrunk PTFE meshpad

Damaged ECTFE mesh discoloured by SO3

2. HANGING TYPE CANDLE FILTERS ( Types HT1, HT3, & HT4 )
2.1
From above, inspect and take photographs of flanges & support plate (tubesheet)
surfaces where anything of significance is noted. This is the first action, to be
done before workers’ feet destroy any evidence,
2.2
Identify any filter flange / gasket leakage marks made by by-pass air on the top of
the tubesheet or nearby vessel wall. Note other things such as sulphate sludge,
wet areas / dry areas.
2.3
Check the tightness of bolts at top flanges
Error!

HT1 Type Inspection from below

2.4
2.5
2.6

2.7

2.8

Top flange / Tubesheet check

Remove top flanges (if removable type) to check fibre seal under top flange
clamp plates. If any doubts about fibre seal, contact BC.
Replace and tighten up top flange clamp plates.
Inspect inside of filters from above through the top hole of candle, using a strong
torch/flashlight, to identify any holes or problems such as sulphur sublimation,
fibre holes, cage wire corrosion, etc..
Inspect outside of each filter from below, using a strong torch/flashlight, to identify
any holes or problems such as solids, discolouration, sulphur sublimation, fibre
holes, cage wire corrosion, etc..
Check drainpots (if used) are full of liquid and drain pipes are properly fitted and
not corroded.
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3. STANDING TYPE CANDLE FILTERS ( Types F1, F2, F3 & F4 )
3.1
From above, inspect and take photographs of filter support plate (tubesheet),
using a strong torch / flashlight.
3.2
Identify any filter flange / gasket leakage marks made by by-pass air on the top of
the tubesheet or nearby vessel wall. Note other things such as sulphate sludge,
drain blockage, wet areas / dry areas.
3.3
Inspect outside of each filter from above, using a strong torch/flashlight, to identify
any holes or problems such as sulphur sublimation, fibre holes, cage wire
corrosion, etc..

Sulphated Standing Candle from above (left) and below (right)

3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8

Check the tightness of bolts (if any) at top flanges
Remove top flanges (if removable type) to check fibre seal under top flanges. If
any doubts about fibre seal, contact BC.
Replace and tighten up top flanges.
Inspect inside of each filter from below, using a strong torch/flashlight, to identify
any holes or problems such as solids, discolouration.
Check tubesheet drainpots (if used) are full of liquid and drain pipes are properly
fitted and not corroded.

Sulphate on tubesheet showing gasket leak

Bad bolting procedure leading to gasket leak
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4. ALL CASES
In all cases, where it is possible, an inspection above, below and around the filters is
recommended. This can sometimes help identify problems of the filters or of the other
equipment or process. We recommend to :
3.1
Inspect above tubesheet for any evidence of abnormalities (e.g. wet / dry areas
on tubesheet or on vessel walls ; any heavy sulphate deposits)

Sulphate deposits on wall – washed off
where flanges were leaking

No leakage marks around top
flange of HT1 Type

3.2
Inspect below tubesheet for any evidence of abnormalities (e.g. distributor leaks
[= abnormally clean metal], dirty / low / uneven packing)

Leaks on pipes seen by clean metal
where sulphates are washed off

Demister sections dislodged by gasflow
because not tightly fitted. See wall result

Oriented photographs of the surface of the tubesheet, with particular attention to
noticeable differences in wetness / flange sealing, are useful records, which the plant
themselves can do every time they enter.
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